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Virtual Scavenger Hunt 
 
 

 Today we will be using the computer as a tool to 
help inspire a poem. Choose at least ten words from the 
provided Word Bank that you find intriguing (do not 
worry, you can change your mind later). Use your favorite 
search engine to look up your chosen words. You may 
decide to browse a number of sites and add in more search 
terms to narrow your results (for example: the word pearl 
may render up the term: cultured pearl.  You may then enter 
cultured pearl into a search engine to conduct some 
research). You may also want to browse images to help 
inspire a poem. The goal is to write a line or two of poetry 
from each word. As you continue to work your way down 
the list of words your poem may assemble naturally or you 
may have to rearrange the lines after by making creative 
connections. First focus on coming up with a line or two 
inspired from each word and work from there.  

1. umbrella 
2. lark 
3. cake 
4. mutiny 
5. moss 
6. phosphorescence 
7. carbon 
8. migrant 
9. hiss 
10. salt 
11. constitution 
12. torque 
13. prairie 
14. messenger 
15. ashes 
16. parlor 
17. propagation 
18. stem 
19. brocade 
20. forge 
21. pearl 
22. Hamlet 
23. lentil 
24. fennel 
25. calibrate 
26. cobalt 
27. grim 
28. velvet 
29. coniferous 
30. reel 
31. ore 
32. slug 
33. Circe 

34. current 
35. rural 
36. flora 
37. dogma 
38. Caesar 
39. pillar 
40. font 
41. amber 
42. turnip 
43. luxury 
44. dragonfly 
45. clutch 
46. plunder 
47. lotus 
48. squall 
49. ember 
50. ringlet 
51. Tiresias 
52. blanch 
53. cauldron 
54. grain 
55. Strait of Gibraltar 
56. pigeon 
57. reed 
58. imperialist 
59. calcium 
60. Michelangelo 
61. artifact 
62. lyric 
63. cargo 
64. landscape 
65. braid 
66. Ovid 
67. steel 
68. cashew 
69. gold 
70. lure 
71. root 
72. lake 
73. Venus 
74. Picasso 
75. April 
76. kingdom 
77. cuticle 
78. branch 
79. filter 
80. plastic 
81. vibrate 
82. crescendo 
83. valley 
84. tremulous 
85. charcoal 
86. frieze 
87. sculpture 
88. dash 
89. fracture 
90. teal 

 


